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ABSTRACT
It is well known that Kolhapuri chappals are totally handcrafted; however making the Kolhapuri chappal is very
difficult, especially when leather pattern is required, it is very difficult to create such pattern in cross weaving look. Such
pattern producing devices are unavailable in market. The device is similar to box but limited to weaving leather. The
device consist of platform to support the leather strips on both sides, lever mechanism to give up-down movement to
leather strips individually to ensure weaving. No motor drive is used. Lever mechanism is used to ensure up down
movement of leather strips alternately with proper stretched leather strips. Overall output of the device is controlled up-
down movement of leather strips to ensure proper weaving of leather strips to create required cross pattern.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Kohlapuri chappals or Kolhapuri are kitschy
handcrafted slippers made form leather. A pair of
Kolhapuri chappals can complement a jeans and t-
shirt look as well as ethnic fashion wear like saree
and Salwar Kameez. These chappals have gone
through various innovations in the last decade, and
have gained popularity across India and the world.

• History of Footwear
According to historical evidence, the Kolhapuri
chappals were first worn in the early 13th century
and originated in the state of Maharashtra. They
were initially known as ‘Kapashi’, Pie-taan’,
Kachkadi’, Bakkalnali’, and Pukari, since these
were the names of the various villages where the
chappals were made and hand crafted. The royal
family of Maharashtra ‘Saudagars’ were the first
ones to discover the uniqueness of the Kolhapuri
chappals and lent their creativity to what is today
known as the Kolhapuri chappal. The Saudagars
created a thinner version of the chappal, which had
two flaps on either side. They named it ‘Kanwali’,
which literally meant a chappal with ears! The
Chappals had a little decorative fur like ball in the
centre which gave it a royal and elaborate appeal.

In the later years, these chappals were discovered
by one of Bombay’s prominent shoe retailers J.J
and Sons, who ordered 20 pairs from the Saudagar
family and sold it in Bombay. Since the Kolhapuri
chappals gained immense popularity, there was no
turning back, and several craftsmen, who were
mainly from the city of Athena in Maharashtra,
mastered this art, but since the actual origin of these
chappals was supposed to be kept secret, the name
given to these chappals was that of Kolhapur. There
are several craftsman and places in Kolhapur who
are masters of this craft as well, but the actual
craftsman were from the Athani village.

• Significance of Handmade Footwear
Originally, the Kohlapuri chappal was made using
Buffalo-hide, and thread, and the sole was
enormously thick which made the chappals weigh
up to 2 kilos! The purpose of making such thick
chappals was so that the wearer could endure the
heat and the mountainous terrains of Maharashtra.
These days however, the Kolhapuri chappals are as
light as a feather and have a thin and flat sole. The
chappals are made from fine quality leather, and
come in different styles, colors and designs.
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• Innovations and Trends
The traditional Kolhapuri chappals come in a tan
brown color, with intricate thread designs woven
onto the flap, with a bright red fur ball placed in the
center. However, with the passage of time these
chappals have gone through various new designs
and styles, each made for people with different
preferences. These days one can find Kohlapuri
chappals in all sorts of colors ranging from green,
red, pink, gold, silver, purple, blue, yellow, black,
orange; the list is endless. Certain twists in the basic
design are also available, with double-sided flaps,
or extra embellishments such as sequins, pearls, or
stones, which make the Kohlapuri chappal suitable
for more elaborate events such as weddings, parties,
engagements, and religious occasions. Kohlapuri
chappals basically come with a flat sole, however
with recent innovations in Indian fashion, one can
also find Kohlapuri chappals with heels which add
more glamor to this unique footwear.

Geometric patterns and funky designs have also
been incorporated in the traditional Kolhapuri
chappals which make them a must-have for any
young college girl.The price range for these
chappals varies depending on the store or the
retailer. One can find inexpensive Kolhapuri
chappals in local street markets, while the more
expensive kind is available at high-end handicraft
stores. These chappals are also available online on
different shopping sites and can be delivered
anywhere in the world. A unique thing about these
chappals is that they are unisex, and can be worn by
men as well. The Kolhapuri chappals add instant
traditional and ethnic appeal to any ensemble,
whether it’s a simple kurta, sari, or a lehenga. They
are mostly worn for casual attire, but the more
elaborate kind can be worn for occasions that
require more pomp.

• The Making of Kolhapuri Chappals
Even though we are in the 21st century and we
might sit and live on the technology, we haven’t
forgotten our ancestral art, at least the people of
Kolhapur, Maharashtra have not.

Kolhapuri, Kapashi, Paytaan, Bakkalnali, Pukari
and Kachn, no matter which name we use, this
handcrafted art form is not only beautiful but eco-
friendly because they are made by tanning
vegetable dyes.Most of the family in Kolhapur
district is involved in this business. While the men
cut theleather, women dip them in water and then
stitch the patta, and the kids at home do the
weaving. Different parts of the animal skin are used

for different things, like head skin for the strap, tail
skin for thread and goat skin for the braid. Oil is
used to remove the wrinkles on the leather. Each
family produces about 35-40 chappals per week,
also, the chappals are waterproof.

Originally, the Kohlapuri chappal was made using
Buffalo-hide and the sole was enormously thick
which made the chappals weigh up to 2 kilos. The
reason behind this was that these chappals needed
to be water proof and heat resistant and needed to
withstand the rugged mountains of Maharashtra.
These

Now however Kolhapuris have undergone a major
transition to keep up with today’s sensibilities and
practicalities. The Kolhapuri Chappals that we get
now are light as a feather and have a flat and thin
sole. Though they’re still made from good quality
leather, the purpose of these chappals has changed
over time.

The traditional Kolhapuri chappals come in a tan
brown color, with intricate thread designs woven
onto the flap, with a bright red fur ball placed in the
center. These days, Kolhapuris are available in a
variety of colours and are exquisitely designed and
intricately embellished. A lot of them have intricate
zari work, tassles, colourful pom poms, gota and
many other embellishments to give them a royal
and fashionable look. So much so, that what was
considered a rugged footwear for men, is now being
sported by women at weddings and other
fashionable events.

Fig 1 : Picture of Kolhapuri Chappals
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Kolhapuri chappals are made of pure leather and
these chappals are handcrafted. The making of
Kolhapuri chappal is difficult. It requires skilled
craftsman. One of the critical process in this making
is weaving cross pattern. And this process is carried
out manually. Most of the time this process is done
by women. Manual weaving of Kolhapuri Chappals
increases durability and make them sturdy to use.
Because of complicated weaving it requires much
attentiveness. Women in this field are able to weave
15 cross leather patterns per day. If they weave
more than 15 cross patterns a day it leads to
swelling in hands and uncomfortable in human
body parts. This process causes minimum two
problems, one is large amount of human efforts
requires and other is low production rate. There is
no any machine to create such cross leather pattern
yet.

Fig 2 :Actual Required Product

III. OBJECTIVES
1. To reduce the human efforts like arm paining,

tiredness.

2. To increase the productivity of the Kolhapuri
chappals more than 15 per day.

3. To improve accuracy of the weaving.

4. To reduce wastage of raw material (leather
strips)

IV. METHODOLOGY
The general Methodology for the design of cross
weaving leather strip can be explained with the help
of flowchart shown in fig3.

Select Same length of leather

laces.

Fix the laces

Now insert 1st strip

orthogonally even nodes

upward motion.(above odd)

Slide & clamp the lace

Repeat this procedure  for 2nd

strip

Insert 2nd strip the  same way but providing

motion in opposite direction (below odd

& then slide and clamp)

Then eject the 3 laces  from 2nsides.

cross weave  them on

orthogonal side

Unclamp the design.

Design  is ready.

Fig 3 :Flow chart

We begin with selecting same length of laces and
then clamping 12 number of stripes of laces
horizontally.

Further with inserting one lace after other upto all
11 stripes are clamped vertically should with giving
motion to even firstly then odd alternately creating
a crossweave.

Now unclamping three strips from two sides and
clamping it on adjacent sides similarly giving
alternately motion to even and odd strips which
gives the pattern we require for the final product.
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Thus we unclamp all the strips and the final product
is ready

V. DESIGN PLAN
• First we will go through the prototype made up

of synthetic resin and then we will look for
modifications.

• The cross weaving mechanism is achieved by
lever mechanism (up-down motion of leather
strips).

• The feed for cross weave is achieved by
manually.

• The cross weave pattern size and shape
controlled manually.

• Toggle clamps are used with spring to clamp
leather strips

• Frame of device is made up of casting

• As no such cross weaving device available in
market yet, so we found current requirement to
meet high productivity with minimum wastage
of raw material (i.e. leather)

VI. CONCLUSION
Hence from this we have concluded that by using
machine, productivity rate will be increased. Also it
reduces wastage of raw material, reduces human
efforts & tiredness, increases accuracy of weaving,
and improves human safety.

Also we concluded that it saves labour charge
which imparts to overall profit.
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